Northwest Washington Woodturners

A Local Chapter of the American Association of Woodturners

Monthly Newsletter for September 2017

About NWW...

President's Letter
For those of you who didn't
make it to Kristin LeVier's
class (and that's pretty much
ALL of you), you missed out
on a fun day. Kristin was a
delight to work with in the
shop and it was a blast
bending, folding, spindling
Ray Shields
and mutilating short lengths
of compressed maple wood. A big thanks to
Les & Marcia Books for hosting Kristin at their
fabulous home.

The Club meets every 3rd Thursday of the
month. There is no meeting in Dec. Time:
6:30pm No host dinner beginning at 5:30pm.
We meet at Hillcrest Park Lodge in Mt.
Vernon, WA. Exit I-5 at Kincaid St (Exit 226).
Turn east up Kincaid to S. 13th St, turn right
(south). Hillcrest Park is approx. 6 blocks
south on 13th St. The Lodge is located in the
NW corner of the parking lot, beyond the
tennis courts.
Meetings are open to anyone interested in
woodturning. All skill levels from beginners
to advanced turners are welcome.

This past week has had its highs and lows. I
had a request from a friend (whose husband is
no longer turning) to look over his supply of
wood. He had 5 shelves of domestic and
exotic woods, the latter including Nigerian
ebony, E. Indian Rosewood, wenge, padauk,
several burls of various kinds, goncolo alves,
laurel, sandlewood and others. Woods from
closer to home included beech, myrtle,
madrone, and highly figured soft maple. All
in all it was quite an impressive collection, at
least at first blush. Regrettably, most of the
woods had been sitting around for years, and
none of them had been sealed, so there were
a lot more cracks than I had hoped to see.
Dang. Without the severe checking the
potential for beautifully-grained bowls and
hollow forms was tantalizing; with the
checking, it looks like there may only be some
pen blanks.
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Next, I headed over to Orcas Island to look
over a Nova lathe and lots of tools and
accessories (see classified ad in the back of
this issue). It was a perfect day to visit the San
Juans: sunny and pleasantly warm, clear blue
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President's Letter

(Continued from Page1)

sky, minimal breeze. I met up with Justin and his girlfriend Melissa, both of whom were an
absolute delight to get to know. I had hopped on the ferry as a walk-on, so once on Orcas, Justin
drove me to a barn a little over 3 miles from the ferry. I was excited about looking over the
equipment. But once again, on close inspection, I had mixed feelings; there were good namebrand tools, but they had been neglected to some degree -- most items had some rust. For some
items the rust was clearly superficial and could be cleaned off without trouble -- but there were
some pieces where the pitting might cause sharpening concerns or other functional problems.
That tempered my initial excitement. Still, on the return ferry that evening, the full moon was out
in all its glory, casting a soothingly serene reflection off the water. Quite inspiring. What a
picturesque area we live in.
The next day I was back home in the shop. After 50-plus years of benign woodworking I found
out what everybody says: when things go wrong, it happens in a heartbeat. I won't nauseate you
with the gory details but let me just mention an 8" Delta jointer, lots of blood, ER visit, hand
surgeon, skin grafts, blah, blah, blah. NOT a fun evening, and with nobody to blame but myself.
So much self-directed anger and embarrassment. For me it most definitely was the low point of
the week (...and the month, ...and the year).
Now that I am back home and all bandaged up, I have a few things about this little "adventure"
that I wanted to review with you. I think it may have to wait a while, though, because I am
presently only able to hunt and peck so typing takes forever. But I will be talking more about this
in the future. In the meantime, please pay extra close attention to the various injury prevention
strategies you already employ.
Have fun and be safe,

Ray

President's Challenge
This month's President's Challenge is titled A Match Made
In Heaven . Bring in a pair of turnings that fit the category.
They can be a very close match, like identical twins, or be
complementary, like a matching plate and bowl, or salt &
pepper shakers, etc. No size limits or other restrictions this
time around, so see what you can come up with. Three (or
more) gift certificates will be awarded.

(Example only, in olive wood)
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September Program Recap
We were fortunate to have Kristin LeVier from
Moscow, ID give a presentation (Thurs, Sept 21) on
bendable hardwood. She described compressed
hardwood as hardwood that has undergone a
thermo-mechanical process that allows it to be bent
easily while at room termperature. In appearance it
is "indistinguishable from clear, straight-grained
hardwood, because that's what it is." Because of the
high cost of the industrial machinery involved, there
are currently only three places where compressed
hardwood is made: Italy ("Bendywood"), Hungary
("Compwood"), and USA (Cold-Bend hardwood).
All of Kristin's experience with compressed
hardwood has been with Cold-Bend hardwood from
Pure Timber (www.puretimber.com) , a company run
by Chris Mroz in Gig Harbor, WA. This is the only
source that sells compressed hardwood to individuals in North America.
The process for making compressed hardwood:
- Longitudinally sawn planks of green wood are air dried for ~ 1 year.
- Wood is put into an autoclave with high temperature and high pressure to steam for 20 hours.
- Hot wood is moved immediately into a compression chamber, where it is supported on top,
bottom and sides during compression/decompression to prevent warping.
- Wood is compressed with a hydraulic ram at 100,000 lbs pressure for 1 hour. A 10 ft long
board compresses to about 8 ft.
- When compression is released, the wood decompresses back to ~9 ft length.
- Held in a straightening rack for 24 hours
- Wood then wrapped in plastic while still damp and mailed off.
Nerdy science facts: Wood is made of three main polymers:
Cellulose - strong in tension, provides the reinforcing structure for the cell wall.
Hemicellulose - surrounds cellulose microfibrils, is bound to both cellulose
and lignin.
Lignin - important for conducting water within plants, convers mechanical
strength to the cell wall that resists compression.
Exposure to steam decreases the strength of the bond between lignin and
hemicellulose and plasticizes the molecular chains, allowing the cellulose fibers
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in plant cell walls to slide relative to one another.
Compression then accordion-folds the cell walls, allowing the wood to behave like a hospital
straw at room temperature. The compressed wood can then both compress and decompress as we
manipulate the cold-bend wood. These properties make compressed hardwood subject to much
less springback than traditionally steam bent wood.
Cold-Bend hardwood from Pure Timber is most commonly made from 5 N. American hardwoods:
Ash, Red Oak, White Oak, Cherry and Maple
The following species are also sometimes available for sale: Beech, Elm, Hickory, Pecan, Black
Locust, Honey Locust, Sassafras, Sycamore, Kentucky Coffee Tree, Hackberry, Red Gum, Live Oak,
Osage Orange, Mulberry, Persimmon, Walnut.
Softwoods and most exotic species cannot be successfully compressed.
Pure Timber sells their wood in a package useful for woodturners:
Sample Pack: 10" to 20", ~12 lbs
Contains about 5 bd ft of mixed species. Most of the planks in the bundle will be too thick to
bend as is, and will need to be cut further.
Using compressed wood:
- Compressed wood behaves like regular hardwood with respect to sawing, carving, sanding,
painting, staining and finishing.
- Planing or routing compressed wood along its length may lead to fuzzing and problems.
It can be dangerous. Don't do it.
- Moisture content is too high (20-25%) to cut with a SawStop table saw. Disconnect skin
sensor.
- Grain run-out: compressed wood will split if you bend it where the grain runs out.

Kristin LeVier held a class on Saturday, September
23. Les Books volunteered his shop for the class,
as the compressed hardwood and micro motor
power carving units were already moved there,
and the enrollment was limited. For those who
attended, it turned out to be a wonderful chance
for a hands-on trial of different micro-motors,
using some of Kristin's favorite bits. Further, it
was an opportunity to cut out, bend, and attach a
"tentacle" to a maple "body" with Kristin's
guidance and helpful hints and tips.
Oh, and since it was at the Books' home, there
was delicious seafood and smoked salmon at
lunchtime, along with delectable BBQ ribs and
key lime pie at the end of the day -- clearly the
best fed class of the year!

The Three Masked Amigos
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Upcoming Programs
October 21

- Our guest for the Thurs meeting will be
current AAW board member Molly Winton , whose
presentation will explore the process of where to begin
once an individual has decided to enhance their
turning beyond the lathe. Discussion includes the
importance of form; design elements and composition
of a piece; sources of inspiration; critiques and their
role in improving your work; and overcoming an
'inability to draw'. Molly likely will also talk just a bit
about health hazards and the importance of safety
precautions.

November 16 - Get ready, the annual Holiday Potluck
Party will be here before you know it! More details
will be forthcoming, but the evening festivities will
include a delicious holiday feast, the Bucket Raffle and
a Silent Auction. It will be the last opportunity to turn
in any spin tops for the 2017 Tops for Tots program.
Be sure to get this one marked on your calendar!

Q:

What's the difference between a hippo and a zippo?

A:

One is really heavy, the other is a little lighter.

FYI:

Woodcraft, one of our advertisers, is having an
in-store woodworking show this weekend (Oct
6-8) and will have many items on sale.
As a member of NWW, you are eligible for a
10% club discount, but in the interest of full
disclosure, this applies to non-sale items only.
Just so you know....
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Leibrant Cookout/Campout
Vernon and Karen Leibrant hosted a weekend campout for club members and their spouses/

friends on Sept. 8-10. Despite Mother Nature's last minute decision to throw in clouds, drizzle,
and even occasional thunder, the stalwart souls who attended were treated to a laid back,
relaxing opportunity to play in Vernon's shop (and of course drool over all of his wonderful
bowls). They also put together a delicious potluck meal on Saturday evening (a totally indoor
affair this time due to dampness).
Please note that Vernon will once
again be participating in the
Whatcom Artist Studio Tour that
will be taking place on the first
two weekends in October (Oct 7-8
& 14-15 ). Come out and watch
Vernon turn one of his large bowls,
and admire his large inventory of
finished pieces:

3807 Cabrant Road, Everson.

Know Your Woods
English Walnut (Juglans regia), also called Circassian

Walnut and European Walnut, is the sourse of what are the
most common form of edible walnuts. It can attain heights
of 80-120 ft. and a trunk up to 6 ft in diameter. Branches of
English Walnut are sometimes grafted onto the trunk of
Claro Walnut trees to take advantage of the latter tree's
roots and produce more fruit. Its heartwood can range
from a lighter pale brown to a dark chocolate brown with
darker brown streaks.. Sapwood is nearly white. Grain is
usually straight, although it can be irregular. It has a
medium texture and moderate natural luster. It is typically
easy to work and glues, turns and finishes well.
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Everett Children's Museum Top Turning
Imagine Top Turning

Contributed by
Dennis Shinn

If your kids, or grandkids haven't had the experience
to 'Imagine' the Everett Children's Museum , then by
all means set aside an afternoon for them to discover
the fun and games that await them there. This is one
of the most, shall we say, imaginative places for
young people to explore and learn about nature,
science and a whole host of other interests.
Each year the club participates in one of the
museum's events called 'Grandparents are Tops' .
Our club was invited to participate a few years ago
and since then Guenter Elsner has coordinated with
the staff at the museum to enlist up to four of our
members to demonstrate and turn tops for the
children during the affair. This year, Guenter, along
with Terri Smith , Ron Means, and Dennis Shinn
provided the entertainment.
To visit the museum's web site to see what's in store,
go to https://www.imaginecm.org/. If you'd like to
participate in Grandparents are Tops in the future,
contact Guenter at one of the meetings and get your
name on the list. It's always nice to have a couple
extra hands available.

All photos on this page by Dennis Shinn
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Turning on the Web*...
Contributed by Rick Anderson
Many of us have more wood than we can
possibly turn, and some of it has been sitting
around outside. DON'T throw that dirty rotten
wood away………..it may be a treasure of
spalted wood! Spalting is any color in wood
that is caused by fungus. It is not the color or
pattern that is naturally occurring in some
species of wood.
A common misconception is that working spalted wood is dangerous, but according to Sara
(aka Seri) Robinson, PhD, a leading expert in spalted wood, it is no more dangerous than wood
dust. Wear dust protection when working with spalted wood, just as you would with
unspalted wood. Dr. Robinson, is a professor of Wood Science at Oregon State University.
Here are two Youtube videos of Seri Robinson's presentations on spalted wood, one brief and
one in greater depth. It's a fascinating subject very well explained:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v= fWedsgkoxYY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v= ctDFsIciRCU
The following link is Part 1 of an 8 part series Seri Robinson did at the studio of well known
wood turner/artist Mark Lindquist. This is a lengthy watch, but well worth the time. Links to all
8 parts are on Youtube.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v= 9fk1 aqCWqrI
Dr. Robinson has also co-authored the definitive book on spalting: Spalted Wood: The History,
Science, and Art of a Unique Material . The book is available from some bookstores and many
online book sellers and may be a valuable addition to your personal library.
Here's to Rotten Wood!
*The internet contains a wealth of information of value to woodturners. Some is direct “how to”
articles and videos ...other resources provide inspiration and techniques which can be applied to our
craft. But remember, the internet is unedited, so beware of poor and unsafe techniques.
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Novices' Corner

How To -- Duplicate Spindles

by Tom Boley

How to make the others look like the first one...

(reprinted with permission from the author)

Turning spindles is a basic task which may be done on a lathe. I suspect early spring pole lathes
were developed in order to make turned table legs and spindles for other furniture. This article is
not about spindle turning but more about duplicating spindles so they all look alike. Table legs
should look alike but differences become minimized the farther from each other they are.
Candlesticks do need to be pretty darn alike or if they aren’t kept at opposite ends of a table,
differences will be easily revealed. I have gotten in the habit of having the top of a table leg at
the headstock end as it seems easier to me to turn the bottom round part toward the tailstock but
that is just personal preference as either works just fine.
So this is about duplication and assumes you have already turned the first one, or have a scale
drawing and just need to make more like the first. I realize that most of your spindle turning
won’t be for table legs turned from a 6 x 6 which is 30” long but that particular job offered an
opportunity to get progress photos on some big legs which may be easier to show throughout
this How To guide. These are legs made for a customer from his antique pine posts which he cut
to length before bringing them to the shop. So the first task in spindle duplication is to be sure
your square stock is the same -- same square dimensions, same length, and same kind of wood.
Using a center finder, mark from each corner with a line across the center. Doing it from two
corners isn’t good enough because the center cross may be off by as much as an eighth of an
inch. I use the yellow plastic center finder.
If your wood is nice and square and you use a
very sharp pencil, you may well get a nicely
centered cross in the middle. If using antique
post wood which may be out of square, you
will draw a small square or rectangle in the
middle of the end of the blank by marking
from all four corners.Using an awl, make a
hole as close to center as you can as that
makes it easier to get the spur drive in the
center of the top and the live center in the
center of the bottom of the piece.
Measure up from the bottom of the spindle
toward the upper square end and mark the
point where the round section begins. It is this point to which you will cut down into the square
of the spindle in a vee cut to round. Using a skew is the best way to get a good cut but a spindle
gouge will also work well. If you wish a sloping cut from square to round, angle each cut from
one side, then the other, to cut a vee but round that vee cut a bit on the upper end so the cut
itself curves down into the wood. This process, when finished with a curved slope from square
to round is called cutting a pommel. Once you have cut down so the cut is completely around
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the piece, and you may have to stop part way and adjust the blank a bit so the depth of cut is
even from all four sides, then use your spindle roughing gouge to round off the rest of the spindle
which will be round.
In the case of this table leg, it will be clear
to the end of the leg. Only cut down to
round, leaving it as large as possible (but
round).
The next step is to use calipers to
determine the widest part of the round
section on your original or on the drawing
and then a parting tool at the top and
bottom of the part you just rounded to cut
in until the calipers just slip over the shaft
of the spindle. Once you have that groove
cut top and bottom, use your spindle
roughing gouge once more to cut the
entire round section down to that fattest
dimension from top to bottom.
The easiest, fastest, most accurate method of marking where all the beads and coves go on the
round part is to use a story board. Take a thin and not too wide strip of wood and lay it alongside
your original or the drawing and make a pencil mark at each design element. If doing several
copies, I recommend using a triangular file and filing a shallow groove in the edge of the story
board to cradle your pencil when marking. It helps get the pencil mark in the right place each
time. With the lathe running, lay your story board on the tool rest and close to the round section
of the spinning wood. Lay a pencil in the grooves one by one and mark a circle around the
spindle. With these legs, the upper round part was a bit fatter than the lower section so I marked
the upper part down to where I had to cut it skinnier and then used my calipers once again with a
parting tool to cut down to the top and bottom of the smaller round dimension. The spindle
roughing gouge quickly cut that part down and then I continued with the story board, marking
pencil circles on the rest of the spindle to the bottom. HINT: Use a single pencil line for significant
features such as the margins of beads and coves, a little wider pencil line (1/8”) for the deepest
part of a cove, and an even wider pencil line (1/4”) for the fattest part of a bead. For example,
compare the pencil lines in this drawing to the pattern piece in the previous drawing.
Once you have your pencil circles laid out from the story board, use calipers and a parting tool to
cut to the final diameter for each element. Two beads which are adjacent and the same diameter
will just need to be cut into beads with a skew or spindle gouge. The photo on the right shows
cutting the top to beads with a groove to the right which defines the depth of the cut for a cove,
which is the next element. To the right of that groove is a wide pencil mark. That marks the top
and center of the bead which is next. The process continues on down the shaft of the spindle
where you have marked each element and cut in with parting tool and calipers to the final
diameter. Each element is then linked together to produce the final piece. This photo shows the
use of a spindle roughing gouge to properly shape the long taper of the leg down to the flare and
back out to the final section. You may be able to see the wide pencil mark on the fat part of the
tulip shape near the top. The next step is to sand the piece. Sanding by hand with 80 grit, 100,
120, and 150 should produce the surface which you want. Depending on the wood and the style
of the table, you may wish to sand to finer grits and then stop the lathe to sand with the grain to
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fully disguise all the sanding marks.
Sometimes it is useful to use several sets of calipers. On these large and long table legs, I used six
sets of calipers, each set to the diameter of a significant feature, so that I did not have to stop and
change the width of the calipers for each element of each leg.

Tom Boley has been turning since about 1995, has done demonstrations for clubs in five states, and teaches at

the John C. Campbell Folk School in NC. He has been president of three clubs, two of which he started, one in
VA and one in KS. Contact Tom at tboley10@gmail.com.

Outtakes
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Sawdust Saturdays
Sawdust Saturdays have been designed by club volunteers to help new turners develop skills
and be introduced to different opportunities in wood turning. Classes are held at the club
shop in Bayview. We begin the class about 9 am and wrap up about 3 pm. Our club has
eight mini-lathes available to learn on as well as a basic set of turning tools for each lathe.
The next scheduled session is:

September 30 - Introduction to Bowls
October 28 - Natural Edge Bowls
Sign-up sheets are generally available at the Thursday meetings. Please sign up early.
The $10 non-refundable registration fee, which is due at the time of sign up, is to cover the cost
of materials, tools and refreshments.
Participants are required to bring personal safety equipment, at a minimum a full face shield.
For information on classes contact Ed Frank at 360-293-5534 or Mike Young at 360-293-4236.

Cookie Roster
Our cookie volunteers each bring 2-3 dozen cookies to our regular meetings. We appreciate all
those who have brought cookies so far this year, and we know that the October volunteers are
going to be responsible for some pretty impressive gustatory bliss!

October Cookie Volunteers
Dave Blair
Lotta Carbs
Rick Erb
Ken Ferry
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Club Contacts
Northwest Washington Woodturners
P.O. Box 31
Mt. Vernon, WA 98373

President

Ray Shields
President@nwwwt.org

Vice President

Tom Thorton
VicePresident@nwwwt.org

Secretary

Gary Moore
Secretary@nwwwt.org

Treasurer

Jeff Phillips
Treasurer@nwwwt.org

Members at Large

Phil Kezele
pkezele@wavecable.com

Membership Chairperson

360-671-3072

425-948-6717

360-293-7305

Mentoring Chairperson
Events Chairperson

Dennis Shinn (Acting)

woodturner@anatechsys.com

206-372-5123

360-840-5680

480-338-3395

rodney.parker@cox.net

360-240-8962

James Plessner
jmplessner@hotmail.com

Jesse Charette
jesse.charette@gmail.com

360-757-7730

Rod Parker

480-338-3395

Website Chairperson

Laura Matthews - Assistant
George Way
georgerway@gmail.com

360-671-7141

Rod Parker
rodney.parker@cox.net

Les Books
l.books09@gmail.com

360-941-4408

Education Outreach Chairperson

360-854-9909

Sawdust Saturday Chairpersons
Ed Frank
edwinfrank@comcast.net

Ron Means
360-222-3092
ron.means@rocketmail.com

Programs Chairperson

Michael McCunn
Membership@nwwwt.org

Mike Young
mjyoungana@gmail.com

Library Chairperson
Ron Wehde

ron.wehde@gmail.com

Gallery Photographer

360-293-5067

Ron Means
ron.means@rocketmail.com

Newsletter Editor

360-920-1485

Ray Shields
rayshields@msn.com
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360-293-5534
360-293-4236

425-745-9851

360-222-3092

360-671-3072

Ads
This space is set aside for contributors and for members to advertise free of charge to sell or purchase tools, wood,
etc. Please submit your ad to the Newsletter Editor by the last Thursday of the month or submit it to him at the
meeting for inclusion in the next month's newsletter.

REQUEST FOR WOODTURNING SERVICES
My name is Jeff Haynes, and I am a member of the NCWA (i.e., a flat woodworker).
I am looking for someone who could turn approximately 50 "stepped dowels" for me.
I will provide further details, but the dowels would be about 7 inches long, half of each
dowel around 1 1/8 inch diameter, the other half 1 1/4 inch diameter.
I will provide the wood for the dowels (primarily padouk, quilted maple and wenge).
If interested, please contact me for additional information:

Jeff Haynes
707-499-0846
jphaynes1 @gmail.com

1401 E St
Bellingham, WA 98225
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Ads (Cont'd)
Vernon Leibrant (360-966-5183) is selling tools for a friend who is no longer able to usw them.
Please contact him about any of the following tools for sale:

Powermatic TABLE SAW w/ extended table
220V

$250

Belsaw PLANER 6" x 12"
110V

$200

Heavy Duty WOOD LATHE
AC/DC 5 HP Motor
Total weight: 1,000 lbs

$600
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Ads (Cont'd)

LATHE FOR SALE
I have a 3 year old Jet JWL-1642EVS lathe that I am selling. It has not been used much (my main reason
for selling) but when it was used it was an impressive piece of equipment. It has a variable speed drive
that allows for very precise speed control and a lot of torque at slow speeds. It has a 1.5 hp motor and is
wired for 110. At 440 pounds it is quite sturdy(and a bear to move around). It has a 5 year warranty that I
believe is transferable.

The lathe sells for $2550 now and I am asking $1600 . I also have a piece of plate steel that is 2" x
8" x 52" that weighs 235 pounds that I use to solidify the machine that I would sell for $50 (Skagit Steel
wants $103 for the piece today).
If you are interested or have any questions you can call me at 425

Mark Hecker
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870 5474. Thanks for looking.

Ads (Cont'd)

LATHE AND TURNING EQUIPMENT FOR SALE
I have a variable speed Nova 3000 lathe with a
Leeson 1 HP motor. Quiet running with good
torque. Bed extension, outboard toolrest.
Included are 3 Oneway chucks, a Nova chuck,
many Sorby, Crown and other bowl gouges,
spindle gouges, skews, scrapers, and other
turning tools, along with extra jaws, drive
centers, live centers, McNaughton corin system,
EasyCore coring system, and much more.. Also
included is a Gast vacuum pump, hose, padded
vacuum chucks,

All items are in a barn on Orcas Island (about 7
min drive from ferry terminal). Due to time
constraints, I would like to sell as a single lot at
a reduced price. Asking $1490 for everything.
If interested, please contact me for additional
info and pictures.
Thanks,

Justin Neiderneyer
justinspinasse@gmail.com
917-225-3822
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Ads (Cont'd)

Have some hand-me-down tools
you would like to donate?
Contact our Store Manager, Richard
Mabie (Richard@mabiemail.com), or
bring the tools to a Thurs. regular
meeting. Thank you!!!

to our Club members
(and tax free, too!)
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Ads (Cont'd)

Please note that Craft Supplies provides our club with
several hundred dollars in Gift Certificates each year.
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